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Free Palace,
Temporary Use
The Culture
and Palaces of the
Socialists
Jochen Becker

1
Schlossfreiheit in general refers to
the residential district also known
as the Burgfreiheit in the environs
of a royal residence. In 1672, a row
of ten houses was built in Berlin
on the banks of the Kupfergraben
close to the Berlin City Palace. Here,
courtiers and nobles lived under the
legal principles of the Burgfreiheit
up until to the construction of the
Royal Residence in Berlin in 1709.
The houses were expanded and
reconstructed several times, but in
principle remained standing until
the end of the 19th century. Emperor
Wilhelm II didn’t care at all for these
relatively modest houses that
blocked the view of his magnificent
palace. They were thus torn down
in June 1894 to make way for the
Kaiser Wilhelm National Memorial.
2
Philipp Misselwitz/Philipp Oswalt/
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Fun Palace 200X.
Der Berliner Schlossplatz, Martin
Schmitz Verlag, Berlin 2005.

The debate on the tearing down of the East German
hybrid Palace of the Republic as well as the reconstruction
of the old city palace right in the centre of Berlin can be read
as a decisive point of revisionism. With the transition from
the Cold War to Schroeder’s politics of the ‘New Centre’ (Neue
Mitte), and onwards to a society necessarily based on selfhelp, there has been a radical transformation in the sociopolitical panorama. Looking at the cultural policies connected
with these changes, I would like to focus on the Palace of the
Republic as a controversial house of culture, tracing its fortunes from the anti-fascist founding of cultural centres in the
GDR, to the subcultures that flourished following reunification,
to current practices of ‘temporary use’. The ‘temporary use’
of the ruin now dubbed the ‘People’s Palace’ in the summers of
2004 and 2005 put another roof over the heads of the alliance
between sceptical local politicians and post-reunification
impresarios and event managers emerging from Berlin’s Neue
Mitte. The Palace of the Republic functioned in this case as
a squeaky hinge between independent experiments and ceremonial state events.
Are the Young Pioneers of Socialist days now turning into late-Capitalist Urban Pioneers? How have the interrelationships of culture, city and politics changed? How can
we begin at the point where structures and buildings are
destroyed, a process couched in terms like ‘phasing out’ or
‘deconstruction’, and then productively invoke their historical
sediments? In other words, how can we tell a story backwards,
starting from the end?
Freedom Palace 1
The book Fun Palace 200X 2 opens with an impressive picture story about the reconception of the Berlin palace
area on which the Palace of the Republic stood after the War.
It starts with the Communist Karl Liebknecht proclaiming the
Socialist republic and the end of the monarchy from the palace
33
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below
‘The Palace is squatted.’ Artists took
over, and changed the name into
‘House of the People’, demanding a
cultural centre on 4th March 1990.

balcony on 9th November 1918; a day later, Emperor Wilhelm II
takes off into exile in the Netherlands, swiftly emptying the palace of its contents; plundering revolutionary soldiers occupy
the interior; now state property, the building is used for various
activities between the wars (as public cafeteria, Museum of
Applied Arts, Mexico library, Museum of Physical Exercise,
Psychological Institute of nearby Humboldt University, German
Academic Exchange Service [DAAD], a home for unmarried
female students, rehearsal stage for the State Theatre, temporary exhibitions, the wine cellar of Luther & Wegener, etc.).
The republican palace was used as a people’s palace; the 24
‘Historical Living Chambers’ of the Emperor and his wife are
opened up for viewing in 1926. This was the first time they were
seen by the public.
After the bombing during the Second World War, the
inner courtyard is used to plant vegetables and in 1946 an exhibition is mounted called Berlin Plans. Packed full of pictures,
an exhibition marking the centennial of the March Revolution
of 1848 uses the ruined edifice as backdrop. ‘After 32 years of
temporary use, the palace will be demolished,’ a picture from
autumn 1950 announces. The rubble was piled up to make a hill
in Friedrichshain Park.
In the fall of 1950, the GDR regime razed the still halfintact war ruin that had been the City Palace. It would have
been possible to restore the structure. Only ‘Portal IV’ with
the balcony from which Liebknecht proclaimed the revolution was preserved, and used in the 1960s as an entrance to
the State Council Building. Today, the private Hertie School
of Governance resides here. For the next 23 years, the area
lay idle. Once in a while a grandstand was set up, from which
guests of honour could watch military exercises on the field.
After 20 years during which various plans were
hatched, on 2nd November, 1973 the cornerstone was laid for
the ‘House of the People’, the Palace of the Republic – in the
same year incidentally as that of the hyper-culture machine,
the Centre Pompidou in Paris. After just two-and-a-half years
of construction, the opening was celebrated on 25th April 1975.
The palace was designed to house the East German People’s
Parliament and SED party events as well as serving as anassembly hall for the Freie Deutsche Jugend (Free German
Youth – FDJ) and the unions. But the innumerable visitors
above all took advantage of the abundant cultural and culinary
offerings that were available there right up to the very end.

34
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above
The gutted ‘Palast der Republik’,
2004.
3
Frankfurt Allgemeine Zeitung,
15 June 2004, p. 17.
4
Rem Koolhaas, ‘Die Berliner
Schlossdebatte und die Krise
der modernen Architektur’,
in Philipp Misselwitz, Philipp
Oswalt, Hans Ulrich Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X. Der Berliner
Schlossplatz, Martin Schmitz
Verlag, Berlin, 2005, p. 46f.
5
Translator’s note:
nostalgia for the East.

The multifunctional building ended up being used for
a whole 13 years. From 18th March to 18th September 1990, the
freely elected East German Parliament met there, and then
dissolved itself on 2nd October when it joined the Federal
Republic of Germany. Now the building has stood empty for a
further 13 years, since asbestos was discovered in the walls.
The 70-million-euro decontamination left nothing standing
but a steel skeleton with floors. ‘Selective deconstruction’ is
what they call this slow demolition, and that’s what the building looks like: ‘Today, the angular box across from the Berlin
Cathedral with its blind windows and graffiti looks more like a
185-by-85-metre factory complex that is sorely in need of renovation.’ 3 A rough structure, no longer or not yet the palace of a
bygone or still-to-be-founded republic.
Winds of Change
First of all, I find it paradoxical that we are now
concerning ourselves with a palace. No one had
anything good to say about this building when
it was still intact [ … ] there was not one colleague
who would have defended it. Apparently, it was
impossible for a long time to understand the beauty
of this type of architecture. 4
When it was time for the building that was once
used without question to be ‘phased out’ like most of the GDR
operations, controversy arose. The voices of protest came
mostly from the eastern part of the city, usually from pensioners or people from PDS circles (the PDS is the successor to the
SED party of GDR times), who were in turn quickly accused of
exhibiting Stalinist sentimentality and stuffiness. ‘Ostalgie’ 5
was only the most polite term used to explain the fact that in
1993 no less than 98% of East Berliners surveyed were in favour
of preserving the edifice.
35
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6
Draping a construction site for what
are usually commercial purposes
was further perfected in subsequent
years. In order to hide the gap after
the East German Foreign Ministry
was torn down, for example, scaffolding covered in plastic panels
was put up on the site of Schinkel’s
former Academy of Architecture.
Films were projected onto the
structure at night in summer as well
as winter, without any audience to
watch them. Like the palace replica
before it, the simulation is meant to
drive forward the reconstruction of
these vanished buildings.
7
BDI press release.

A year prior to that, the Bundestag had resolved the
demolition of the palace ruin. Reconstructed based on old
photographs – the plans are regarded as lost – the new palace
hybrid was to serve as the ‘Humboldt Forum’ housing the collection of non-European art and the city library, as well as the
scientific collection of Humboldt University. The strange thing
is that this decision was being made by a national parliament.
During the renewed interim period, the palace area
has been used as a fairground, for art actions and Christmas
markets, for political education and for erecting a palace
replica made of printed plastic panels, 6 for a cabaret circus
tent, for beach volleyball contests and as a place to camp in
mobile homes. The empty ruin was a station on the tour of the
180 fake Chinese terracotta soldiers, interrupted by a carpeted
congress of the Federation of German Industries (BDI) for 1,500
invited guests and then-Chancellor Schroeder. ‘The upheaval
of the past must now make way for a reawakening – in Germany
as well as in Europe,’ declared BDI President Michael Rogowski
in his keynote speech. ‘That’s why this is a fitting place, as
symbol of the historical transformation that took place in the
years 1989 – 90, for an annual conference based on the slogan:
“For an attractive Germany in a new Europe.”’ 7

‘This backdrop! This atmosphere!
‘Some 100 people work in semi-darkness for him. It
smells like a mixture of bunker and Berlin weather. Rainwater
drops onto the rusted steel girders. Stephan Vogel has mountain climbers scaling the immense roof structure and grabbing
everything that’s not nailed down. His people have constructed
an arena out of wood where men in fine suits are seated today. A
platform has been built, across which the Chancellor will stride
up to the podium. A stairway was added that will be used by the
President of Poland. Vogel’s people have also laid down a blue
carpet showing the way to the buffet. There are several barrier
gates set up to block off the gaping holes everywhere. Many of
the building’s floors drop off suddenly, and in some places the
floor stops half a metre before reaching the windows. One false
step and you could end up falling several stories. There’s electricity and water. The Federal Police are patrolling the area, and the
fire department has set up hoses [ … ]
‘As he goes about realizing his plans without disruption, Vogel basks in the glory of it all. “This theater can seat 5,000
people! You can move everything, lift everything, reduce the
5,000 seats to 500,” he says. “Incredible technology!” [ … ] “Of
course, we’re going to leave the palace windows dirty,” comments Stephan Vogel. You can hardly see the city outside. “This
dirt is just fantastic!” Not far from the wooden arena inside the
ruin, the industry magnates will dine and meet in forums and
discussions. This is the exact spot where the East German parliament once convened [ … ]
‘“We’re already attracting attention just by announcing
that we’re going there,” says [BDI press speaker] Albrecht von der
Hagen about the perfect venue. Phone calls from journalists are
36
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pouring in. With stoic friendliness, he guides them through the
palace ruins and answers their questions. “It’s not a problem for
us that the Palace of the Republic was once the showcase of the
dictatorship,” says Albrecht von der Hagen. Showcase of the dictatorship? Is that what people used to say? “Didn’t they?” Wasn’t
the building called the “Palace of the People”? “Also good,”
replies the press speaker. Just a minute: Is that really appropriate
for the Federation of Industries? “Of course. We see ourselves as
part of society.” [ … ]
‘One last question please: Should the palace be done
away with? The press speaker must have been expecting this one.
He has an answer at the ready. “This is not an issue we plan to
take up at our event,” he says.’
Nadja Klinger, ‘Diese Kulisse! Diese Atmosphäre!’, Tagesspiegel,
Berlin, 15 June 2004. p. 3.

‘The People’s Palace is neo-liberal
‘[… ] we had to remove our bookstand again
because of McKinsey. Pretty annoying.
‘But now the bookstand is back in the palace again.
‘Yes, the temporary use by McKinsey is over.
‘What does it feel like to be in this building?
‘When you go into the palace now, the impression you
get is strongly influenced by the mood of its temporary function as a People’s Palace. You feel like part of this mise en scène
instead of like you’re standing in the Palace of the Republic or
what’s left of it [ … ] It is surely commendable and respectable to
perform here. But it has nothing to do with resistance [ … ] The
whole thing is a cool cultural happening [ … ]
‘The building policies after the Wall fell not only
denounced and excluded the spaces of East German modernism; it also made them interesting for the opponents of these
policies. This gave rise to free spaces, material and ideological
places that appeared to be open for both literal and discursive
re-occupation. These were key prerequisites for the emergence
of a subculture that would have been inconceivable without the
appropriation of space. But at the same time this also emptied
these spaces of their historical meaning, their political and architectonic history. This also goes for the House of the Teacher [ …
] This was like a second rinse cycle to rid ourselves of what was
perceived as the problematic history of the GDR. The same thing
will happen with the Palace of the Republic [ … ]
‘Squatting is subversive because it seeks confrontation with the prevailing practices. This distinguishes it from the
contemporary concept of snuggling up to the mainstream or
riding the current wave. Temporary use is not a critical stance
in and of itself [ … ] After all, the Federation of German Industries
and McKinsey also made temporary use of the palace. The two
outstanding institutions of neo-liberal management thus made a
claim to the myth and dynamic of this space.
‘Did that surprise you?
‘No. After all, it has a highly symbolic value. For one thing, it’s a
trophy meant to demonstrate once again the superiority of lively
37
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Capitalism over dead Socialism. On the other hand, this usage is
a message to the public: Take action, take things into your own
hands, seek out opportunities and don’t wait for the state to do
everything! [ … ]
‘The Palace of the Republic as metaphor for the
neo-liberal project?
‘Yes, in the sense that an apolitical space has been produced in
its place. An ideological void came about with attention-getting potential that seemed to be freely available. Going through a
period of temporary use is a prerequisite for this.’
Uwe Rada, ‘Der Volkspalast ist neoliberal’, interview with the book dealer and
architect Jesko Fezer, taz Berlin, 6 September 2004, p. 28.

8
Berlin State Press Office,
15 June 2004.
below
Façade of the Volkspalast, 2004.
Photo: David Baltzer

Berlin’s then Culture Senator Thomas Flierl, a member
of the PDS party and an opponent of the palace demolition,
mockingly welcomed ‘the selection of event venue by the
BDI. Since it may be assumed that none of the members of the
entrepreneurs’ association or the invited guests from politics
and commerce has a nostalgic relationship to the Palace of the
Republic, the BDI’s choice underscores the value of the palace
ruin as event venue and platform for social understanding in
the heart of the city. Following the terracotta exhibition and the
BDI conference, the palace will now be used for three months
as a location for various cultural projects.’ 8

38
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above
The Mountain, staged within
the Palast der Republic in 2005
by the architecture/culture group
Raumlabor Berlin, together with
15 students.
9
Werner Sewing, ‘Diskussion’,
in Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X, p. 136.
10
Actually, it is more of a re-conquering or skirmish while retreating
because many of the cultural initiatives that have already established
themselves in Berlin Mitte.
11
Sewing, ‘Diskussion’, p. 150.
12
Urban Catalyst ‘Zwischennutzung
des Palast der Republik.
Bilanz einer Transformation 2003ff.’
Berlin, 2005.
Download:
www.urbancatalyst.net/
downloads/
Transformation2003ff.pdf

Suddenly, the wind was blowing in a new direction,
and a group of ‘interim palace users’ surrounding architect
Philipp Oswaldt, who publishes more than he builds, put themselves at the forefront of a movement that had already long
existed. They claimed the palace for themselves, but now from
the perspective of Western subculture. ‘The off-scene wants
to take over a small part of the centre,’ is how urban sociologist
Werner Sewing described this claim. 9 ‘This experiment can
be seen as an attempt by the young cultural scene to capture
a piece of the city centre. 10 To put it more strongly, the fringes
want to become part of the centre. This movement is supported
by some of the German cultural institutions and the media.’ 11
The three-month-long ‘interim cultural use’, boldly
dubbed the ‘People’s Palace’, ended in late autumn 2004 in
the bitter cold. By then, paddleboats had plied their way
across an artificial lake, Techno had been discussed and
dance performances taken place. The history of the actual
location remained obscure, however, except for when a living
panorama of Young Pioneers was set up on artificial turf, or
a collection of standing lamps was shown as an illustration
of ‘Erichs Lampenladen’ (‘Erich’s Lamp Store’, as the palace
foyer with its elaborate hanging lights was commonly known
in GDR days). One year later, the concept of the People’s Palace
was revisited, with an artificial mountain range featuring tour
guides, and the press was full of fun news from the palace. By
the end of 2005, 916 events with a total of 550,000 visitors had
been conducted there (see the list in the PDF publication by
Urban Catalyst). 12
39
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above
Opening speeches in the
Volkspalast (People’s Palace)
August 2004.
Photo: David Baltzer
13
Koolhaas, ‘Die Berliner
Schlossdebatte’, p. 49.
14
Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist,
Fun Palace 200X, p. 32.
15
Mark Wigtley, ‘Diskussion’,
in Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X, p. 142.
16
Christopher Dell, ‘Diskussion’,
in Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X, p. 137.
17
The People’s Palace project was
interrupted for a short time by
company events including the anniversary of the organisational
and strategic consulting firm
McKinsey Deutschland, featuring
the New York Philharmonic and
5,000 guests. Afterwards, the city’s
Volksbühne (People’s Theatre),
always a provocative agitator,
staged Berlin Alexanderplatz based
on the novel by Alfred Döblin.
Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist,
Fun Palace 200X, p. 34 and 35.
18
Dell, ‘Diskussion’, p. 137.

Counter-Culture HQ
Rem Koolhaas described the location as ‘a headquarters for the counter-culture’ 13; the publishers of Fun
Palace 200X see themselves as being in the middle of a ‘religious war in the spirit of the Cold War’. 14 Certainly, there is a
massive lobby for the demolition of the palace and the creation
of a replacement. ‘20 million euros have even been spent so far
to prevent you from doing it,’ is how Mark Wigtley described
the fact that the state wants to lay out a lawn for this sum in
order to literally let grass grow over the issue. 15
Although politically contentious, the opening of
the People’s Palace was attended by many politicians, who
gave speeches in front of the huge crowd. The state-organised
Capital City Culture Fund in addition sponsored the project
with an operable sum. ‘The group of initiators belongs to a
certain generation. They are curators and theatre producers
who are already well established, in their mid-30s or mid-40s,’
said musician Christopher Dell, describing the milieu of the
creative activists. 16 The two initiators, Philipp Misselwitz and
Philipp Oswalt, view the ruined Palace of the Republic as a construction site for a new ‘Capital of Talents’, a form of ‘cultural
appropriation of the location’, a ‘test of alternative scenarios’
involving ‘many actors from the high and sub-culture’. 17
Christoph Dell depicts the situation as something
between self-exploitation and accumulation of symbolic capital for later posts: ‘For this generation, the changes of the 1960s
are second nature. Participation and self-help are no longer
discussed [ … ] An unreflected acceptance of self-engagement
means nothing other than a way to procure cheap labour.’ 18
40
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19
Karin Lenhardt,
‘“Bubble-politics” in Berlin’,
Prokla, vol. 110, Berlin 1998.
20
Oswald Matthias Ungers,
‘Den Palast einbetten’, in
Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X, p. 162.
21
Philipp Oswalt,
‘Identitätskonstruktionen
im digitalen Zeitalter’, in
Misselwitz, Oswalt, Obrist‚
Fun Palace 200X, p. 41

The interconnections between culture, city and politics have undergone palpable changes in the ‘Berlin Republic’.
In the process, the ‘cultural industry’ has congealed into an
urban development factor. ‘The culturalisation of debates on
urban development policy, all the talk of architecture that now
replaces discussions on possible uses, offer themselves as a
method, because there is certainly no lack of illustrative material,’ comments political scientist Karin Lenhardt. 19
Reconstructions
Reconstruction is not a solution, but a substitute for
the inability to reach a decision. 20
The multinational Bertelsmann media group had its
Berlin headquarters rebuilt in an historical manner on the site
of the old Kommandatur. Now visitors stand outside on Unter
den Linden street and are pleased to see that someone has
‘finally’ given the building a fresh coat of paint. The previously
mocked palace replica – a life-sized simulation made of printed
sheets of canvas and financed by Wilhelm von Boddien, head of
the Hanseatica real-estate group – has fixed itself in people’s
minds as a permanent feature of the cityscape.
The reconstruction of the bombed-out Frauenkirche
in Dresden, rife with historic revisionism – because, in the
process, a nation of offenders suddenly became a people who
had been the hapless victims of the ‘Anglo-American terror
bombers’ – or the sale of the palace complex in Braunschweig
to the shopping-centre developer ECE – they reconstructed
the outer cube of the former monarchical edifice and supplemented it with a gigantic shopping complex right next
door – are regarded as background music for Berlin’s reconstruction. Which palace is actually being restored here when
the extensive structure underwent continual metamorphoses
during its 500-year history and ‘witnessed all stylistic epochs
from Late Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque and Classicism to
Wilhelminian’?21 The cornerstone for the Berlin City Palace was
already laid on 31st July 1443, in a city that was first mentioned
in the chronicles as early as 1244. Back in 1440, the citizens
had already launched the first revolt against the new palace
building planned by the elector, in an act of ‘Berlin reluctance’ – a power struggle that would rage for eight years. For
example, the enraged residents tried filling the excavation pit
of the fort that would form the germ cell for the later city palace
with water to stop construction work. Despite all the protests,
however, the Hohenzollern dynasties reigned there until the
revolution in 1918.
In the current reconstruction, the history of resistance against the palace is ignored. When the now-retired
Berlin Senate Building Director and opponent of modernism,
Hans Stimmann, characterised the palace site in the year
2000 as a ‘place of cultural and political reunification’, this
aptly echoes the revisionist practice of the Federal Republic
of Germany since the Wall fell. For the former East German
residents, the expropriation of something that was thought
to belong to the general public (to avoid using the emotion41
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22
Eva Behrendt, ‘Vor dem Abriss wird
Richtfest gespielt’ [‘Demoliton Enacted as a Topping-Out Ceremony’],
Tagesanzeiger, Zurich, 25 October,
2004.
23
Sewing, ‘Diskussion’, p. 150.
24
Bruno Flierl, ‘Das Kulturhaus in
der DDR’, Gabi Dolff-Bonekämper,
Hiltrud Kier (eds.), Städtebau
und Staatsbau im 20. Jahrhundert,
Deutscher Kunstverlag,
Munich/Berlin 1996.

ally charged term ‘volkseigen’ [people’s owned]) has been a
recurrent experience since 1989. Here, the Cold War is being
re-enacted once again: ‘Instead of deciding in favour of history and its many about-faces, the nation, putting on a show
of self-assurance, went for tradition and an almost perfidious
lack of imagination [ … ] In fact, the decision to demolish the
palace probably only served to deepen the East-West divide.
Particularly in the East, people feel that the sentence passed
on the palace is just one more instance of cultural dispossession, or at least that they have been left out of the equation.’ 22
What is for some the return of the palace is for others
the destruction of the palace. While some celebrate it even
in its ruined state as a triumph over socialism, others see the
palace structure as part of a neo-feudal social climate. ‘It’s a
matter here of national self-affirmation and no longer merely
the normalisation of a European city centre,’ commented the
former Senate Building Director Stimmann in reference to
the Hohenzollern palace. By skipping modernism and moving
directly to postmodernism, while at the same time sacrificing the architectural modernism of the GDR to the wrecking
ball (such as the former Foreign Ministry directly opposite the
now likewise nearly demolished Palace of the Republic, or the
prestressed concrete restaurant building known as the ‘Ahorn
blatt’ (Maple Leaf), Berlin’s city planners rid themselves of the
burden of the fractured 20th century. ‘The actual use of the
building is of secondary importance to the politicians, since
it is first and foremost a matter of symbolic politics,’ is how
Werner Sewing describes the current conflict. 23
Palace of Palaces
The plan is to dispose of the 78,000 tons that was
once the Palace of the Republic by 2008. According to information boards erected by the construction managers, the material will be ‘reused or disposed of properly and ecologically’.
The Palace of Palaces 24 was considered a complex highlight
of the East German tradition of establishing congenial ‘cultural
centres’ at great expense. Designed to fulfil multiple functions,
the building is both a people’s and a state palace, whereby the
richly decorated public section – an inviting foyer with generous stairway, a gallery of state-owned artworks, five restaurants, a bowling alley, chamber theatre, post office, art studios
and a main auditorium with nearly 5,000 seats that could also
act as a TV studio – offered the most significant uses. The mixture of leisure-time palace and government building goes back
to the decades-long history of planning a crowning edifice for
both city and state that, as the highest building in Berlin, would
have the primary function of housing the People’s Parliament.
Later, in 1976, a culture palace rose among the ruins of the City
Palace as a Central Building with an integrated state function,
while the Television Tower nearby assumed the domination of
the skyline.

42
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25
Heinrich Enderlein, Minister of
Science, Research and Culture of
the State of Brandenburg,
‘Foreword’, in Thomas Ruben,
Bernd Wagner (eds.)‚ Kulturhäuser
in Brandenburg. Eine Bestandsaufnahme, Verlag für Berlin-Brandenburg, Potsdam 1994, p. 6.
26
Bruno Flierl is the father of the
former Culture Senator Thomas
Flierl mentioned above.
27
In Berlin, Josef Kaiser later
designed the Hotel Berolina, the
Foreign Ministry opposite the
Palace of the Republic, as well as
the Kosmos cinema. While hotel,
palace and ministry have since
been demolished, the cinema is
still standing, empty after massive
reconstruction work.
28
The Maxhütte steel and rolling mill
belonged to the Flick group before
the war and was completely converted for arms production in 1936;
from 1948 to 1 June, 1990 it was a
‘people’s company’ and in 2001 was
transferred to the Arcelor Group of
Luxembourg. In summer 2006 the
new parent company fused with the
Indian Mittal Group. In accordance
with a condition imposed by the
cartel office, the Thuringian steelworks was then sold by Mittal to the
Spanish Alfonso Gallardo Group in
early 2007 for 590 million euros.

Socialist Cultural Revolution
[ … ] the cultural centres were among the cornerstones of East German cultural politics, long before
youth and civic centres blanketed the West German
landscape. 25
Cultural centres were ‘a gift made by Socialism to the
working people’, as East Berlin architecture critic Bruno Flierl 26
quotes architects Hanns Hopp and Josef Kaiser as once saying. 27 They built the temple-like ‘Johannes R. Becher’ culture
palace for the VEB Maxhütte steel mill in Unterwellenborn,
which opened in 1954 and henceforward served as stylistic
model for the first wave of East German cultural centres. 28 The
large auditorium alone offered 1,200 seats, at that time almost
half the population of the small town in southern Thuringia.
Like a festival theatre, the complex perches on a hill and can
be seen far and wide. ‘How many architects and architecture
offices came together here! The biggest cultural centre for
the state’s biggest operation.’ 29 Today, a regional train stops
here every two hours.

29
Stephan Stroux, ‘Annäherungen an
ein unbekanntes Land’, in Simone
Hain, Stephan Stroux, Michael
Schroedter, Die Salons der Sozialis
ten. Kulturhäuser in der DDR,
Ch. Links Verlag, Berlin, 1996, p. 46.
right
‘The Art belongs to the people’
poster depicting the façade
of the Kulturhaus Maxhütte in
Unterwellenborn, 1952.
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‘The new programme in addition had to fit a situation
in which dismantlings, military occupations of the workplace,
dispossessions, forms of compulsory labour, as well as Sovietdictated corporations prevailed, in other words in which the
despotic administration of a war economy that had for the most
part been destroyed governed daily life.’
Horst Groschopp, ‘Kulturhäuser in der DDR’, in Ruben, Wagner (eds.),
Kulturhäuser in Brandenburg, p. 137.
above
Floorplan of the Kulturhaus Maxhütte in Unterwellenborn, built by
Hanns Hopp and Josef Kaiser, 1952.
30
Flierl, ‘Das Kulturhaus in der DDR’,
p. 151.

Flierl distinguishes between two major stages in the
‘Socialist cultural revolution’, 30 the first ranging from the early
1950s to the mid-60s and the second phase of modernisation
starting with the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961 and ending in
autumn 1990 with German reunification. While the locations for
the early cultural centres were selected to accompany production sites, the later buildings were closer to residential centres,
or right in the city centre. A privilege of the working class at
the beginning, the cultural centres gradually played a greater
role in urban society. With their national orientation, they did
not foresee any outreach to non-Germans such as the ‘guest
workers’, also known as ‘contract workers’, or the country’s
numerous exiles.
44
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above
Floorplan of the Kulturzentrum
Karl-Marx-Stadt, built by Rudolf
Weisser, based on the concept
of Wladimir Rubinow, 1969-1974.
31
From the Guidelines of the
Department of Cultural Buildings
of the Academy of Architecture,
1953.
32
Stroux on Zwickau, ‘Annäherungen
an ein unbekanntes Land’, p. 43.

The buildings erected in the second phase in particular were no longer designed for a single function only, as
familiar from civic institutions such as theatres or museums.
Instead, multifunctional auditoriums were combined with
clubrooms, sports facilities, cinemas, restaurants, and discos.
While in the early days the goal was to create a ‘dignified,
imposing design’ 31 with a symmetrically planned, neoclassical or Baroque ‘architecture drawing on national traditions’,
the more complex spatial arrangement of the modern cultural
building took on a honeycomb-type plan with fluid transitions from room to room. The foyer was elevated to the status
of a place to see and be seen, a centre for socialising, while
the many smaller rooms paid tribute to the increasing trend
towards social individualisation. Klaus Wever, Wladimir
Rubinow and the Institute for the Technology of Cultural
Institutions they founded in 1961 developed models for this
type of structure, which culminated in the complex combination of functions and passages realised in the Congress,
Culture and Civic Centre in Karl-Marx-Stadt (today Chemnitz),
built in 1974. Depending on size and prominence, clubhouse
was equated here with self-initiated activities, the cultural
centre with entertainment, and the culture palace with
ceremony.
Salons of the Socialists
We’re waiting for one of the innumerable
gatekeepers to let us in. 32
After the Wall fell in 1989 – 90, West German theatre
director Stephan Stroux, accompanied by East Berlin photo
grapher Michael Schroedter, visited over 100 of the former or
still active cultural centres in East Germany. ‘Was it only in the
GDR that people felt the need to make everything straightfor45
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right
Planned cultural centres in
the Seelow District east of Berlin
in the early 1950s.
33
Ibid., p. 44.
34
Ibid., p. 33.
35
Ibid., p. 34.
36
Ibid., p. 36.
37
Ibid., p.38.

ward, smaller, more middle-class, to lower ceilings and thus
pen in the coffee table?’ 33 Stroux made his way through the
fading GDR. The ostensible reason for his undertaking was to
find a location for a theatre project called ‘Marathon’.
In his book The Salons of the Socialists, Stroux
looks at the upheaval experienced by the ‘achievements’ of
East Germany within a brief space of time. Cultural centres
metamorphose into discos, warehouses, discount stores
and furniture shops; ‘culture rather than shopping centre and
consumption’ is now the goal of their programmes. 34 Where
in earlier days ‘youth initiation rites, assemblies, festivities,
cultural events, lots of trash, boredom’ 35 could be found here,
the only functions left to these buildings are often Carnival or
Christmas parties. ‘White plastic garden cum disco chairs’ 36
in Seelow, still bearing the cold sweat of the evening before in
Mestlin, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: ‘The weekend dancers,
that’s what brings in a profit. Not the maintenance of the building fabric; only patched together to make it look that way.’ 37
46
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Michael Schroeter, ‘Little Concert
Hall (curtain market 1994)’,
in the Kulturhaus ‘Ernst Thälmann’,
Aue, built 1957 – 1958.
Photo: Michael Schroeter
38
Ibid., p. 111.
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In Seelow, the old culture-house director can still
be found doing her job – ‘the degree-holding cultural centre
director, partly pastor, partly art education Jack of all trades’,
as architectural historian Simone Hain succinctly sums it up. 38
25,000 cultural workers were trained at the Vocational School
in Meissen-Siebeneichen or did a correspondence course;
after reunification, this course of study was no longer recognised. ‘These are people who have often come a long way,
courageous and full of resistance, unlike many who feel so
self-confident in their cultural bed. Every day she defends her
cultural centre, tired of compromises, even against the disco.
The State Council, the politicians try to enhance their profile
with new projects. It’s still standing.’ 39
The Rüdersdorf Cultural centre regularly hosted the
Deutsche Theater from Berlin. Now a ‘professional’ from the
West has taken over. Dubbed the ‘Acropolis of Rüdersdorf’,
this splendid edifice was part of the lime works without which
hardly a building in Berlin could have been erected – from the
Brandenburg Gate to the Olympic Stadium. But the former
‘workers’ landscape’ 40 turned into a ‘flowering landscape’,
as former Chancellor Kohl termed it in an inadvertent double
entendre. In the ravaged strip-mining area of Plessa, with its
slag heaps and artificial lakes filling the former mines, the
odour of the coking plants has since vanished. The clean air of
deindustrialisation smacks of unemployment. Who is left there
to use the cultural centre now? ‘The liquidator in Schwerin
has the key,’ is how Stroux sums up the bleak situation in the
northeasterly German model village of Trinwillershagen. This
is where Chancellor Merkel recently invited US President Bush
to dine on wild boar. The grill was set up, of all places, in front
of the town’s cultural centre.
47
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The Bitterfeld Path
Two years after the annexation of the GDR, Eugen
Blume, Klaus Staeck and Christoph Tannert held the 3rd Bitter
feld Conference at the city’s culture palace under the title Art.
What’s It All About? The first conference in April 1959 was
supposed to be held in the city of Halle, but the only place with
enough space for all those attending the scheduled authors’
meeting of the Mitteldeutscher Verlag (Central German
Publishing House) was the palace set in the midst of the VEB
Eletrochemisches Kombinat Bitterfeld production complex.
The aim was to overcome the ‘existing division between art
and life’ and the ‘alienation between artists and the people’, as
well as to get the working class more involved in the expansion of Socialism. The idea was for artists and writers to
work in the factories and in turn help workers with their own
artistic endeavours (Movement of Writing Workers) as part of
the drive towards an independent ‘Socialist national culture’:
‘Take up your pen, comrade; the German Socialist national
culture needs you!’ was the motto of the expanding concept of
art – from work-optimizing satire to disco and tombola to landscape care. Amateur art flourished, as manifested in workers’
symphony concerts or arts festivals. ‘Painters, photographers
and journalists went into the companies and founded hobbyists’ circles; arts institutions set up sponsorships; municipal
governments established town clubs that usually incorporated
restaurants and auditoriums.’ 41
Furthermore, writers such as Brigitte Reimann –
who signed a contract joining the workers’ brigades in 1959 – or
Christa Wolf, devoted their most important books to a direct
analysis of production. ‘Brigades began to visit art exhibits.
Writers conducting readings in Hoyerswerda or Genthin were
received by an unexpectedly competent audience.’ 42 The
‘heroes of work’ were, in keeping with the ‘Bitterfeld Path’,
cultural producers, and they became at the same time the subjects of artistic production. ‘We also have a right to occasional
self-chosen solitude – as long as the purpose is to write a book,
mind you. At the same time, I feel guilty when I neglect my work
here in the state combine,’ is how Reimann describes her contradictory obligations in Hoyerswerda. Repugnant to her were
‘these social lions that we have to suck up to so that they show
the benevolence not to take off for the West,’ wrote Reimann
about a doctors’ ball a few months before the Wall was built.’ 43
She was likewise often disappointed at the purely materialistic
desires of the workers. The cultural self-empowerment of the
working class and the proletarian grounding of the writers as
representatives of civic culture did not always go smoothly
in either direction. This was joined by a lack of support on the
part of the intellectuals, along with an over-emphasis on
folk art (mandolin group instead of orchestra music), budget
problems and partisan political agitation.
A 2nd Bitterfeld Conference five years later was then
no longer organised by the Writers’ Association, but rather
by the Ideological Commission at the politburo of the Central
Committee of the SED party and the East German Ministry of
48
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above
The Workers’ Theatre in the
Kulturhaus Aue, 1961.
44
The East German émigré artist
A. R. Penck was one of three
hundred guests who responded
to the invitation to Bitterfeld,
and he kept a diary during the
entire conference, which he later
published.

Culture. The cultural practitioners were charged with the task
of nurturing and ‘training the Socialist consciousness’ and
the ‘Socialist personality’. But the ‘Bitterfeld Path’ failed quite
soon since most East German artists were not inclined to
expand their world of experience by becoming lifelong production workers – at any rate, not by official command. Instead,
alternative galleries were established in order to provide a
forum for artists who did not wish to toe the party line. The selforganised structures that resulted then survived the fall of the
Wall and joined forces with subcultural milieus from the West
that were wandering towards Berlin’s Mitte.
Muscle Capital
But first back to the 3rd Bitterfeld Conference: in
May 1992, its initiator, the West German political cartoonist and current president of the Berlin Academy of Art, Klaus
Staeck, guided a group of cultural producers through his
East German hometown. 44 We wandered through a desolate
industrial region, among chemically contaminated ‘silver
lakes’ and factory halls waiting to be done away with. Staeck
proudly told of the workers who kept showing up for their jobs
with clean white shirts even though the industrial soot immediately turned them grey. Pastor Friedrich Schorlemmer from
the neighbouring city of Lutherstadt Wittenberg recounted
horrible accidents with chlorine gas.
No expense was spared when erecting the East
German cultural palaces. ‘The path leading to the triumph of
Socialism is the way of the culturally elevated and educated
nation,’ proclaimed head of state Ulbricht when describing
the road embarked upon by a social structure we would today
call the ‘knowledge-based society’. While companies offered
project planning and blueprints free of charge thanks to the
engineers on their staffs, the later users often had to pitch in
49
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themselves when it came to realising these plans: ‘Volunteer
labour offered by the workforce multiplied these investments
through the construction services provided, for example in
Bitterfeld, where 300,000 work hours came together at a value
of 2.7 million Marks.’ 45
The ‘best building on the square’, ostensibly a ‘gift of
Socialism’, was usually the hard-earned product of plenty of
‘muscle capital’, contributed in accordance with the ‘self-help
mentality’. Erected in the 1950s thanks to countless ‘voluntary
community service hours’, the Bitterfeld House, where selflathed ball bearings rested in the 14-metre-deep revolving
stage, did the workers proud. The picture book created after
the Wall fell shows a sign in Hirschberg noting, ‘We request
that the worthy guests admire what we have accomplished.’
This used to go without saying since everything was regarded
as ‘belonging to the people’.
There was room for 1,000 guests in the Bitterfeld
auditorium, and 30 different ‘circles’ were active here, collecting stamps with fellow hobbyists, joining 130 others to sing in
the choir, dancing or doing pottery. In GDR times, heating for
the culture palace was provided by the plant, but it has lost its
‘umbilical cord’. 46 Now grown cold, the palace was sold for a
token one Deutsch Mark to the city, which in turn established
a friends’ society to rid itself of the financial burden. Before
the director from the West came to visit, the grass growing
between the pavement stones was pulled up as part of a ‘job
creation measure’.
Not In Work Clothes
Depending on which source you believe and how
they counted, there were reputedly ‘between 600 and 2,700
special cultural and club houses in East Germany funded by a
variety of sponsors and with a wide range of specialisations’. 47
Between 130,000 and 200,000 active visits were registered
yearly; every year there were an average of two public events
at these culture venues: ‘that moment was wonderful when
the big chandeliers went dark and the performance began’. 48
With the average income people earned in the GDR it wasn’t
possible to buy much or to save, so instead there was plenty
of partying. The cultural centres carried on the tradition of the
people’s or trade union houses of the Weimar Republic as well
as the Soviet workers’ clubs. They were designed as church
substitute, cultural venue and community centre, as a way of
upgrading the working public: ‘We do not visit the People’s
House in work clothes! [ … ] At the House of the People we
should be comrades and citizens’ states a 1913 manifesto of the
German Workers/Teetotalers Association.’
After the Socialist laws were repealed in 1890, the
cultural centres ‘formed a new, extraordinarily significant element of the modern city’. 49 ‘People’s House blueprints came
about as a symbol of a radical brand of pacifism, as a counterproject to the war monuments and World War memorials.’ 50
The Festival Hall in Hellerau, built between 1910 and 1912 by
Heinrich Tessenow on the outskirts of Dresden as the crowning
50
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highlight of a garden city, and much admired by Le Corbusier,
was frequently invoked as a paragon in the Socialist GDR.
Neoclassicism in particular – coarsened and blown up to monumental proportions by the National Socialists – served here as a
seemingly timeless legacy of progressive civic culture. 51
The pacifist attitude of the humanitarian-oriented,
Wilhelminian middle-class reform movements were countered
with more radical emancipatory approaches taken by the
organised workers’ movement. Socialist cultural policy aimed
‘at completely new forms of coexistence that went far beyond
the bounds of the nuclear family’. 52 The people’s houses were
thus designed ‘for all social occasions’. 53 While the emancipated middle class had private studies and libraries at their
disposal – ‘in the salons of the bourgeoisie, political or literary
issues were debated, music performed or scholarly lectures
held’ 54 – workers’ families had no room for socialising in their
cramped homes. This was then offered by the people’s houses
as precursors of the GDR cultural centres: ‘One could sit
down at a laid table in a brightly lit, warm room, where it was
possible to eat a simple meal or simply to relax and read the
newspapers, magazines and books available there. Besides
political topics, lectures were held on more than 150 subjects
including healthcare, educational subjects, local history, and
general and vocational further training.’ 55 These were joined
by amateur theatre productions and musical performances.
KdF
On 1st May 1933, the SA stormed the houses of the
workers’ movement. Many of them were plundered, set afire
or turned into torture chambers, barracks and later into air
raid shelters. After being handed over to the DAF (German
Workers’ Front), the buildings were made into offices or sold
at a profit. At the same time, those now in power announced
a contest for ‘Houses of Work’, which attracted over 690
entries, including projects by prominent architects such as
Bruno Taut. But none of the projects was ever realised.
Instead, the programme associated with the DAF,
‘Strength through Joy’ (Kraft durch Freude, or KdF) unfolded
as a way of lending dignity to the National Socialist workaday existence. Initially, KdF often meant taking vacations on
the Baltic Sea or cruises to Norway, but also – a vision that
remained pure theory – taking a spin in the KdF car, the later
VW Beetle, the first Volks-Wagen (people’s car), which would
only rise to prominence in Germany after the war.
Neo Classicism
With the Red Army in 1945 came their cultural
officers [ … ] most of them Germanists. 56
While directly after the triumph of the Allied troops
over Nazi Germany the villas and industry clubs that had at
first been confiscated by the Soviet authorities were turned
into cultural centres, this practice soon came to an end. Thus,
‘what was in the beginning a thoroughly productive act of
occupation of distinguished homes ended up leaving a fatal
51
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Programme of the festival by the
railway workers’ Kulturhaus in
Kietz for the 40th birthday of the
GDR in 1989.

stamp on the public taste’. 57 The cultural centres that then
sprouted up everywhere at great expense were an act of
Socialist reeducation: ‘It took infinite patience and a great deal
of good will to explain the significance of culture to young
people who had previously been soldiers for the heroic nationalist cause,’ wrote Simone Hain, full of understanding for the
difficulties involved. 58
The idea was for people to proudly stroll through
what were awe-inspiringly splendid surroundings in post-war
terms. Dominance was lent by an elevated location, a central
positioning along main traffic axes or in the city centre, an
especially imposing and usually symmetrical plan as well
as ornate interiors. The ‘laboured haute bourgeois interior
design’ 59 was complemented with murals, mosaics or small
sculptures. Folkloric motifs, genre scenes or agitprop were
possible themes.
The bitterly waged ‘battle of formalism’ for a long
time disavowed the tradition of modernism. The post-war GDR
derived its cultural heritage instead from Weimar Classicism –
from Goethe to Schiller. Even the Bauhaus tradition, which had
historic roots in the East German cities of Weimar and Dessau,
was to a large extent neglected. The exemplary cultural buildings of the first phase could be rapidly recognised as such
thanks to their columns and portals. However, unlike frequently publicised examples such as Unterwellenborn or the
Acropolis of Rüdersdorf, most of these structures were quite
simply made.
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Diagram of the communication sections, developed by the ‘Institute for
cultural buildings’ as the ‘basis for
the construction and renovation of
cultural buildings’, Berlin 1975.

Karl Marx on the Cantilever Chair
God knows, until well into the 1970s more was
theoretically forbidden in the cultural centres than
was allowed.60
With the thaw in domestic policy that followed the
building of the Berlin Wall, the introduction of the five-day
working week in 1965, as well as the general withdrawal into
the private living room following the advent of television, ‘the
gigantic festival theatres and performance halls were found
to be lacking in rooms for more casual forms of communication’. 61 Variable rooms for self-initiated activities reflect
the pluralisation of lifestyles that took place in the East as
in the West. However, the associations of the Party leadership, dubbed ‘Klubs’, took on a counter-revolutionary taint
at the latest in 1956, owing to the ostensibly subversive role
played by the Hungarian Petöfi clubs. What is more, the word
‘Klub’ recalled the Western jazz clubs and in-scene haunts.
Nevertheless, by 1964, 500 youth clubs, consumer-oriented
concert halls and the special radio programme DT 64 had been
set up. In addition, the formerly strict dress code was relaxed.
Film clubs organised screenings of works that had not been
officially released, while reinforcing contacts with clubs in
neighbouring Socialist countries.
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General Secretary of the Central
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Karl Marx on the Cantilever Chair,
magazine cover form+zweck, 1983.

The modernisation of society didn’t stop when it
came to the floor plans of the culture palaces, demanding a
structural rethinking that involved a departure from the axially
and frontally laid out showpieces. Polygonal floor plans, honeycomb room sequences, mobile room dividers, freely variable
foyers to accommodate unexpected guests and the combining
of rooms by opening up the walls in-between made the buildings more attractive for multiple uses. The break-time buffets
were brought up from the basements 62 and became inviting allday restaurants. ‘This vision was realized most impressively by
the Berlin Palace of the Republic in 1973,’ writes Simone Hain. 63
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Thanks to the ‘Institute for the Technology of Cultural
Institutions’, specially established in 1961 by the Ministry of
Culture, the matter also became the subject of scholarly study.
One of the findings was that multifunctional rooms no longer
needed built-in seats. ‘Karl Marx on the cantilever chair’ is
how Simone Hain describes this situation, basing her image
on a photomontage on the cover of the magazine form+zweck
in 1983. Formerly relying on elaborate exteriors for their
impact, the cultural buildings were now turned inside out and
impressed with their interiors. It was a matter of ‘organising
people’s cooperation’ 64 instead of trying to train them. But
the call for participation went unheard; the era of niches and
self-organised cultural practices had long since dawned in the
old buildings of the inner cities that had already been occupied
in GDR days. ‘From the club cellars, they slowly “ate” their way
up into the back courtyards and then onto the streets – until in
autumn 1989 they took their place at the Round Table.’ 65
This Round Table in turn ‘demanded that the government of the GDR cease any use, lending or sale of the Palace
of the Republic in Berlin and similar institutions in other cities
for commercial or ceremonial purposes. The Palace of the
Republic is to become a state-subsidized centre for alternative and experimental art. The rooms will all be used to house a
variety of ateliers, studios, practice rooms and workshops
in which wide-ranging forms of art can be discovered, developed and tried out by the public [ … ] This new usage must
be taken into account in planning asbestos decontamination
where necessary.’ 66 Six months later, the GDR and its regime
were history.
Urban Action
The action “Deconstruction X” [ … ] became a
founding myth, and it still seems to us programmatic
for our understanding of what “Municipal Action”
means: entering the public sphere and naming the
conflicts we presume to exist in the respective
location, which we have often only read about or
vaguely sensed. 67
When, in a cloak-and-dagger action, the East German
Foreign Ministry was subject to a ‘deconstruction’ – in other
words torn down – this spelled the end of one of the icons of
the formerly self-assured East German political scene. In June
1995, the ‘freies fach’, a group of independent architecture
students from Berlin, demonstratively anticipated the coming demolition, carting off façade sections they had marked in
red. The owner of the high-rise – by this time it belonged to the
demolition company – reported the premature ‘deconstruction’
to the police and the press. The protest action could not, however, prevent the ‘official’ tearing down of a central representative element of the former GDR regime a few days later.
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left
deconstruction X by the
group ‘freies fach’, Berlin, 1995.

The freies fach was founded by a group of
students in 1995, and later changed into the editorial team of
An Architektur magazine. They viewed themselves as a corrective to the architecture education at the University of the Arts in
Berlin and elsewhere: ‘In addition to the theoretical treatment
of the political constructs of city and space, we tried to develop
concrete protest actions and interventions based on the examination and analysis of the object. With temporary and symbolic
collective conversions of public and private spaces, we tried
out various appropriation experiments, dramatizations of alternative urban myths or harmless sabotage of the possibilities of
“Municipal Action”.’

deconstruction X
‘The situation of escalation we have created at the
building is designed to criticise the debate directed towards
its demolition and the aggressiveness of this undertaking. We
marked the building one week before its actual tearing down in
order to compel the police to take action against our premature
illegal dismantling and thus draw the public’s attention to what it
is that determines people’s experience of space and to make the
power relations represented here more tangible.
‘We wanted to create incidents that produce different,
critical urban experiences. It was always about what other conditions are conceivable besides the ones that are permitted and
obvious.
‘The police record on the incident:
June 2, 1995, Police President of Berlin
Confiscation protocol (Part B)
1 AKB 680 battery-powered drill
2 wooden ladders
3 paintbrushes
3 broomsticks
8 paintbrushes
4 buckets of paint
1 toolbox
6 open-end wrenches
3 screwdrivers
5 pliers
2 carpenter’s hammers
3 ratchets
1 connector
2 burlap sacks
1 saw
1 screw tip
1 hammer
1 crowbar
1 can rust remover
‘(We picked up our things a few weeks later – the
building had already been torn down. The case against us was
dropped since the object of the conflict was now gone.)’
freies fach, ‘Urban Action. Biographische Erzählung zur stadtpolitischintervenierenden Praxis des Architektur-Kollektivs “freies fach” Berlin’,
in Jochen Becker (ed.), bignes?, 2001.
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Party & Politics
Following reunification, party and politics were
closely intertwined. New venues appropriate to informal
activates made room for subcultural or political activities
while simultaneously demonstrating all that was possible in a
zone freed at least temporarily from bureaucratic regulations
and prevalent ownership conditions. Without having to
register everything with the municipal authority for public order, income from selling beverages could now be put
towards financing technical equipment, filling solidarity cash
reserves and ensuring the facilities’ further existence. These
practices were connected with autonomous politics, squatting, Techno and alternative culture productions in the West
and East. And they brought all these together in the ‘centre’ in
an exemplary fashion.
What was gathered together under the label ‘People’s
Palace’ 15 years after the Wall fell was fed from seasoned
practices between party and politics and built upon some of
their actors. ‘Constant changes in location and the appeal of
continually developing new forms of appropriation and new
Capital of Talent
‘Berlin is already the Capital of Talent and is also
aspiring to become the focal point of the media and communications industry. In the name of both the Senate Department for
Economics and Technology and all of the city’s many music fans,
I would like to warmly welcome Universal Music. I’m confident
that the combination of Universal and Berlin’s burgeoning creative potential will be producing more than one hit.’
Juliane Freifrau von Friesen, Senator for Economics and Technology

‘We selected the cold storage warehouse on the
Oberbaum Bridge because it offers the best conditions for
the Universal company and its employees: it’s big, well-lit and
located on the water. That was important to us Hamburg natives.
And we have a wonderful view down the Spree. We deliberately
avoided following the general trend towards the New Centre.
We don’t want to work where there are crowds of tourists stepping on each other’s toes. We believe in the potential of the
Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg area. Many creative things can be
expected from the underground here, now and in the future.
Universal is moving to a place where the various scenes are still
conquering their own spaces, where everything hasn’t already
been zoned, planned and built up – making it that much more
exciting … ’
Tim Renner, President and Chief Executive Officer Universal Music

‘Universal is a top company in the music industry and
of course very important for Berlin. The relocation is a conspicuous sign of the emergence of a new German music metropolis.
The Senate stands by all agreements that have been concluded
with Universal. We’re looking forward to 2002.’
Klaus Wowereit, Lord Mayor of Berlin
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programmes have become part of the brand image of some
Berlin clubs,’ 68 was a problem faced by the new wave of clubs,
such as the WMF Club. Marketed as Berlin’s calling card, it
came to an end with its participation in the ‘People’s Palace’,
since even the idea of constantly changing venues gets
old after awhile.
To spread the word on the ‘People’s Palace’, the
entire media spectrum was called upon, from the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper to Spiegel Online. And they
reported positively on the idea of blessing the palace with the
option of ‘temporary use’. While some celebrated the creativity
of Berlin’s cultural scene, others secretly hoped that a temporary stopgap could possibly lead to a permanent solution.
Named ‘Temporary Palace Use’, the project changed from a
subcultural practice to more and more of an urban policy tool.
‘Functionalising (“harnessing”) cultural work for the purposes
of something else echoes the Protestant-Prussian tradition
of legitimating culture,’ 69 writes Horst Groschopp with reference to the GDR functionalisation of cultural centres.
Interim Solutions
Interim use is not a new social phenomenon [ … ]
Temporary uses are becoming increasingly varied,
in more and more places shaping the image of
the city and developing into a structural element
of urban development. 70
The first Stadtforum Berlin 2020, inaugurated by the
new Senator for Urban Development Ingeborg Junge-Reyer,
began in April 2005 by setting new accents with questions –
which in terms of Capitalist urban planning naturally remained
to a great extent rhetorical – like ‘Give it away? Plant a forest?
Open it up for temporary use? And what to do with the free
spaces?’ in relation to the ‘stone Berlin’ of her forebears: ‘Is
“temporary use” a path contributing to raising a location’s
profile, promising economic benefits for the city and its society,
and opening up room for ideas? How can we pave the way for

Network of relationships
‘Why do more and more young people want to become
gallery owners or exhibition curators? Because the nucleus of a
new type of civil society is forming at the centre of the institutions
and disciplines of the arts system that joyfully combines selfemployment, an aesthetic lifestyle and the increasingly strong
need for experiencing and interpreting the world in visual terms
with mobile audiences, social intervention and global action [ … ]
The network of relationships encompassing galleries, collectors
and museums demonstrates a paradigmatic interface between
private engagement and the public mandate that could provide
a good example for the clueless politics that is currently trying
to readjust and tighten up its fields of action in the wake of the
deregulation debate.’
Ingo Arend, ‘Profane Andacht’, Kunstforum International, vol. 139, Cologne,
December 1997.
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temporary uses? What roles and tasks can be assigned to public funding?’ Fittingly, the Stadtforum took place in a pumping
station with a view of the Spree River that had long lain idle, as
well as in a new building erected for the services union Verdi.
Afterwards, the industrial structure was rebuilt as a rehearsal
and performance venue called Radialsystem V GmbH, sponsored by the private sector for the dance company established
by Sascha Waltz.
‘Nothing less than a total departure from the kind
of urban development designed for posterity’, is how the
astounded taz newspaper editor Gereon Asmuth, himself
as post-reunification squatter, described the well-attended
afternoon event. ‘The show sponsored by Junge-Reyer shows
residential gardens in Friedrichshain, city beaches and the
arena that has emerged from a “gentle squatting” and has long
since established itself as a cultural centre. Today, people are
even proud of trailer parks – still a blot on the cityscape back
in the 1990s. Now they are suddenly pioneers, even in the eyes
of a Senator [ … ] The state doesn’t have any money, but for it
all the more unused real estate.’ 71 Temporary uses help to buy
time, delay decisions, allow for experiments and error.
Creative Economy
‘Bathing Ship, trailer parks, East Beach: this is the
reality’ – is how Uwe Rada describes the new developments on
the Berlin cityscape in the taz Berlin newspaper. ‘The squatting of the 1980s represented temporary use just as does the
Vitra Design Museum, the “People’s Palace” and Alexandra
Hildebrand’s wooden crosses at Checkpoint Charlie.’ The list
of Berlin projects undertaken by the ‘urban pioneers’ is a long
one: skaters’ park, flea market, intercultural garden, beach bar,
trailer park, house boat, bathing ship with winter sauna, the
‘Bundespressestrand’ 72 beach, golf course, climbing bunker,
beach volleyball, 73 party zone, theatre tent, open-air cinema,
children’s farmyard, dog park, tent park, art arena, but also the
Nike Sport Park, commercial through-and-through.
Boom-oriented city policies following reunification
only turned their attention reluctantly to projects outside the
mater plan: ‘So it’s no wonder that many temporary uses only
spring up in places where those in charge at the district and
senate departments interpret the regulations pro-actively.’ 74
The transformation now taking place in Berlin city politics is
more than evident: from the explosive boomtown architecture
after the fall of the Wall to more of a ‘muddling through’ in
other instances.
‘Berlin is a laboratory for the undertaking known as
temporary use,’ remarks the Building Senator in her foreword
to the publication Urban Pioneers, written by dedicated temporary use researcher Klaus Overmeyer on behalf of the Building
Administration. ‘Creative “not-yet enterprises”’ 75 with little
capital but a large dose of engagement utilize the opportunities remaining in the gaps between ownership and ‘are in most
cases not only space pioneers but also survival artists when it
comes to the management of their own self-fulfilment.’ 76 Over
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90,000 people are actively involved in ‘Berlin’s creative economy’ according to the report of the Cultural Affairs Department
in 2005 – 50 percent of them as ‘single entrepreneurs’.
‘This data makes the changeover from a “welfare”
state to an “activating” social state very apparent,’ 77 says
Bastian Lange, describing the neoliberal urban and social policies in Urban Pioneers. Radical deindustrialisation makes way
for new ‘creative’ locations for ‘space entrepreneurs [ … ] They
take advantage of temporary use as a springboard for their
careers.’ 78 Those left in the lurch by the industrial world of
work will not, however, be setting off down this path. Once
well cared for as the ‘Young Pioneers’ of the East German
state and furnished with ‘Salons of the Socialists’ near to their
workplace, they have been forgotten by companies – if they
even exist any longer – that, after their annexation to the West
German market economy, no longer take any interest in their
erstwhile cultural mission. ‘Houses tied to the socialist brigade
culture, workers’ theatres and railroad workers’ choirs’ 79 have
been phased out. And as for the former company employees,
culture is becoming a luxury for them. Perhaps they’ll take a
piece of Berlin and turn it into a vegetable garden.
Translated from the German by Jennifer Taylor-Gaida
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